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CHAIRMAN: The Meeting is open.

The first part of today's Session is a meeting of the

Preparatory Committee in Executive Session to consider Document

E/PC/T/86, distributed to Delegations on June 3.

is Chairman of the Tariff Negotiations working Party,

I think I might bepermitted to explain the purpose of this

paper. Whenwe reached the date of May 31, which was the

date we had set for the initial opening of most of the

negotiations, the Tariff Negotiations Working Party felt that

it was necessary to devise some procedure whereby they could be

kept informed of the progress of the tariff negotiations.

The procedure which has been recommended is set forth in this

paper No. 86.

The Tariff Negotiations Working Party were very desirous

of saving Delegations from the bother of filling out too

detailed forms and therefore we have confined the questionnaire

which is to be returned by Delegations to a simile appraisement

by the Delegations of the stage reached in their negotiations

with each of the countries with where they are engaged. These

questionnaires are to be returned every fortnight and they will,

as they are received, enable the Tariff Negotiations Working

P arty to have a clear indication of the progress being made

in respect of the various tariff negotiations.

I therefore hope that the Preparatory Committee will be

able to accept the recommendation submitted in this paper.
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CHAIRMAN: Are there any observations? The delegate of

Norway.

Mr. ERIK COLBAN (Norway): I entirely agree with the recommenda-

tion of the Working Party. I have only one slight observation

to make. Is it wise to ask us to report on "satisfactory progress"?

Is that not rather difficult? We are two parties to each negotia-

tion and I would hesitate to say that anything is satisfactory unless

my partner agrees. Is it not enough to say either "preliminary

stages" or ''considerable progress" or "nearing completion?" I

think that really covers everything. Apart from that I am entirely

in agreementwith your proposal.

CHAIRMAN: If I may be permitted to reply to the Norwegian

delegate: I quite agree with the relevancy of the remarks he has

just made. The Tariff Negotiations Working Party were endeavour-

ing to find words which would describe four possible stages in the.

negotiations, so that delegations who had got beyond the prelim-

inary stages but had not yet made considerable progress should

have a column in which they could indicate the state of their

particular negotiations. I think it is desirable to keep, if

possible, four different stages in order that we may be kept

adequately informed of the progress of each negotiation. But

perhaps the point just made by the Norwegian delegate would be met

if we deleted the word "satisfactory" and then it would just read

"Negotiations making progress." Would that meet your point?

MR. ERIK COLBAN (Norway): Certainly.

CHAIRMAN: Well, if that is agreed, we will delete the word

''satisfactory" from the second stage. Are there any other

observations? If not I will take it that the procedure outlined

in document T/86 is approved.

While we are still meeting as the Preparatory Committee in

Executive Session I would like to call upon M. Forthomme of the
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to the full conference.

M.PIBRIE FORTHOMME (Belgium): I beg to thank the Chairman

of the Preparatory Commission in Executive Session for having given

me permission to read the statement, which affects general policy

with regard to the Charter. I will read the statement in English:

The original draft of theCharter,from which the work of the

Preparatory Commission has proceeded, laid down the purposes as

follows:

1. To promote the solution of problems in the field of in-

ternational commercial policies and relations through con-

sultation and collaboration among Members.

2. To enable Members to avoid resourse to measures destructive

of world commerce by providing, on a reciprocal and mutually

advantageous basis, expanding opportunities for their trade

and economic development.

3. To encourage and assist the industrial and general economic

development ofMember countries, particularly of those still

in the early stages of industrial development.

4. In general, to promote national and international action

for the expansion of the production, exchange and consump-

tion of goods, for the reduction of tariffs and other trade

barriers, and for the elimination of all forms of dis-

criminatory treatmentininternationalcommerce;thus

contributing to an expanding world economy, to the estab-

lishment and maintenance in all countries of high levels of

employment and real income, and to the creation ofeconomic

relations conducive to the maintenance of world peace.

These purposes are in conformity with the views of the Belgium-

Luxemburg Economic Union, which in particularagreed with the order

adopted in setting out the aims and the relationships ofcause to
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effectit established. For these reasons the Economic Union

accepted membership of the Preparatory Commission, on the under-

standing that. the debates and general activities of the Commission

would serve to perfect the Charter as instrument of economic

liberation.

It was to be expected that certain countries, or groups of

countries, would insist that the first draft had not taken into

proper account their own particular economic problems. As a

delegate international body set up by the Economic and Social

Council, it was precisely the task of the Preparatory Commission

to collect accurate information on the various particular problems

of each party, to determine then by careful study exactly what

interests were involved, their importance and vulnerabIlity, so as

to gauge what mesure of protection it would be wise to afford ln

each case. Matter examination of the conflicting views expressed,

it would have been possible for the Commission to express its con-

sidered opinion in the texts it would propose for the various articles

of the Charter and in the commentaries thereto. It would have

appeared clearly which interests would be best served by renouncing

special protection and relying on the beneficial effect of the opera-

tion of the Charter; which interests would require special treat-

ment through limited exceptions to the general principles; and

which interests should be sacrificed forthe common good, even when

they were in themselves perfectly legitimate,

E/PC/T/EC/PV. 2/ 14P.
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for the meetings and lengthy debates in the sessions, attention was

progressively engrossed by innumerable points of detail, and the

general picture seemed to be forgotten. Little by little the

character of the Charter was altered, until those who had only seen

it in its original form would find it hard to recognise.

Day by day thetrend is towards theconfirmation of each and

every privilege, simply because they exist, and towards condoning

every form of restriction, because they have become a habit.

There is a general refusal to face the fact that the passing

protection gained by these practices will have to be paid for

many times over by the disastrous consequences they entail,

including the loss of the temporary advantages which appeared so

precious.

These developments areacause of great anxiety for the

Belgium-luxemburg Economic Union. In the light of them it may
have to revise its position.

The Charter as it is now developing is in danger of

establishing a status of privilege to be given:

1. To state-trading countries

2. To Countries givingand receiving preferences.
3. To under-developed countries, which may apply quantitative

restrictions for the furtherance of their employment,development
and social policies.

4. To countries which have suffered from the war and which

may therefore apply quantitative restrictions for the purposeof

reconstruction..

5. In cases (5)and (4) discrimination is allowed according
to the criterion of essentiality, which is in fact purely

subjective.
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original Charter, hasbecomean accepted rule.

7. Producers of primary commoditieswill be protected by

inter-governmental agreements.

How does the Belgium-Luxemburg Economic Union stand with

regardtothese provisions?
1. It does not indulge instate-trading.

2. It receives no preferences.

3. It is not an under-developed region.

4. It aims at effecting reconstruction by a policy of

steadily removing restrictions.

5. It does not apply the criterion of essentiality to its

imports.

6. It intenceto lift exchange control us soon as possible.

7. It is not anexporter of primary commodities and produces

noneofthem in sufficient quantity to cover its consumption.

That highly industrialised countriesare betterrule to face

every type of economic fluctuation seems to be an accepted opinion

Yet this is true only in certain instances. Perhapsa large

industrial country which has also plentiful naturalresources and

reserves of wealth could withstand any kind of crisis better than

others.

A small territorial unit, however, - the Belgium-Luxemburg

Economic Union, for instance, - which specialises in the processing

industries, can only survive under certain given conditions. It

depends, for its life, an imports of raw materials and foodstuffs

which do not exist vvithin its frontiers. Exports are morevital

to it than to other countries, for they provide the meansof

payment for imports, To promote sales abroad it must relyon two

factors. One is the technique and qualityof its products the

E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/14
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other is that it offers primary producers a market which is not

proportionate to the number of its consumersbut tothe level of

their economic activity.

The freer world trade is, themoreintensely these factors

operate. Qualityandpricehave their full attraction for buyers,

while on the other hand every country benefits directly or

indirectly, through the play ofmultilatoraltrade,from the market

offered by the industrial country. The particularinterest of the

EconomicUnion thus concides with the generalinterest.

For this reason,the Belgium-LuxemburgEconomic Union has

always been cautious in matters of protection. Together with the

Netherlands, ithasagain shown modoration in thenew commontarif:

which in the basis of their present negotiations. Stillin

agreement with theNetherlands,theEconomicUnion has declared it:

firm intention of foregoing quantitative restrictions, which were

weapons they had to assure during the 1930 - 1939 economic warfare

Belgium would only resort to the exceptions allowed by the Charter

in the last extremity, when its balance-of-payments would be in

gravedanger. This would mean that by then the resources saved

fromthe helocaust of war would have melted away and that the

country wasonthedrink of disaster.

Such anevent is by no means improcable.The developmentof

the Charter is such that it may soon threaten the

Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union in precisely that way, for it

would find itself beraft of means ofactioninfrontof countries.ntriis

ied behind exceptionsand privileges it could not claim for for

itself .

deratetariff would, mostlikely, not help to obtain reli.Un

high dutiesabroad. In order that it shouldserve,theervc

principle embodiedAin .rticle 24 c1) a) wouavehvs to be recognise
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As implying that when there is free entry or a low rate the value

of the concession lies in the market whcich is kept open by the

binding and the absence of quantitative restrictions. The mistaken

belief shouldnotbeindulged in that because the imporots accorded

favourable treatment are highly necessary to the importing

country there is no chance of a change occurring. However much

one needs a thing one must do without it if one cannot pay for it,

and seek a substitute, one can afford. It is therefore in the

common interest that it berecognisedthat there should be

compensatory facilities for the exports which serve tofinance the

imports favoured by an open-door tariff.

Should this not be generally admitted, there would be an increase

of the initial handicaupon those who hose vitao expertmanufacturesturei

must scaee tho high tariff walesywhere,xhor,ewhilc raw material

produeersecienjio free entry or a preference, ow at vorst

have to eay vory low duties.

The-pririard proDucadvantage e will be eurth-r inereascd by

totection intergovernmental commodity agreements will provide.il L

In contrast to this, it is proposed to preclude any possibility of

suagreementsapplying to manufacturedproducts, not because ite it

is enged that, as there arefew producers involved, rations. ral

nization could bebrought about by private agreements which v;h

d be superviprvised by theanizationz-tut because _:uiit .s

suppose ttat zho prmblwzs vhich affect prymarodprscucts can never

_rise immunication with manufactured goods,.s.
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To complete thedismal picture,Belgium's consumingpower

would lose its bargaining value. First of all because in the

absence of quantitative restrictions no discrimination could

be effected in order to divert the benefit of it to countries

which offer markets for Belian goods. Moreeover, the rapid

economic decline of the nation would radically curtail the buying

power of the masses which would stagnate in unemployment and

poverty.

To accept the Charter would be the death-sentence of the

Belgian-Luxemburg Economic Union, unless the instrument conforms

to the following conditions:

1. The original spirit of freedom should pervade the whole

document.

2. The striving towards ever freer trade should. be strongly

stressed.

3. The sacrifices of each Member should be real and pro-

portionate to their economic power and to the special privileges

they enjoy.

4. A measure of equality should be established in the means

of action and defence available to each Member.

5. General prosperity should be sought by orderlyand balanced

development of all parts of the world with equal profit to all.

If the Charter is not to be an instrument for the fulfillment

of these purposes, it would be preferable to bear in mind the

lessons of the recent past and to remember that a lone free-trades

cannot survive in a world where others resort to high protection

and indulge in an economic armamentsrace. When this happens one

must look to one's weapons and prepare to face depressions and

crises far worse than anything that can be imagined now.

The warlike techniques of 1940-45 were infinitely more
deadly than those of 1914-18. In the same way the techniques of

economic warfare in the future will make those of 1930-39 appear
childish. The effects of the new measures will be terribly
destructive and the damage to worldeconomy will be correspondingly
more widespread and lasting.
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CHAIRMAN: I thank M. Forthomme for the very important statement

which he has delivered, not only on behalf of the Belgian Delegation,

but also on behalf of the Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg Economic

Union. I am sure that all members of this Committee have listened

with the greatest Interest to the remarks of the Belgian Delegate.

I have arranged to have this statement published as a separate

Conference document, in addition to appearing in the verbatim record

of this meeting.

I would now like to ask the members of the Committee whether

they would like to comment on this statement or whether they prefer

to wait until they have had further time to study the statement.

The Delegate ot the Netherlands.

Dr. SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, you have

mentioned the Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg Economic Union,

and said that this statement was on behalf of that Union, but this

is not the case as M. Forthomme has spoken of the Beligium-Luxembourg

Union, However, I would like to say the following: the position

of Belgium, Iuxembourg and Holland is different in several respects

at this moment owing to the war. We have important differences

in our economic position and consequently also, in certain cases,

in our points of view. We have to a certain extent state trading

in agricultural produce. We have certain undeveloped countries

in the Netherlands East Indies, Surinam and Curaceo, so that at

the moment we are in serious balance of payments difficulties; there-

fore we are obliged to differ somewhat from the comments of our

Belgian friends at the moment, owing to the difference in our

present economic position.

Notwithstanding that, we fully share the feeling of Our Belgian

colleague on certain matters. I should like, if I may, to quote

one example. It is now being studied by aspecialsub-Committee,
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but it is the opinion that the conservartion of low duties should

not be comparable with the reduction of high duties. We consider

that point of view to be in violent contradiction of the principle

adopted in London, and I have to state here, not being here last

week, that we cannot accept that principle.. That is only one

example, but I mention it specially here to support my Belgian

colleague in the expression of his feeling of unhappiness about the

discussions.
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M. ANGEL FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

after having heard the very interesting and important statement

made by our Belgian colleague, I. think that it would be worth

circulating copies of this statement to the various delegations,

and also to decide that the Executive Committee should, in the

near future, call a special meeting to hear concrete opinions on

various points raised in this statement. I have also taken note

of the statement just made by our Netherlands college which shows

certain differences of view from Belgium and Luxembourg, and this

perfect, or almost pefect, customs union gives us an example of

the difficulties experienced. by the conference to solve particular

interested within the framework of the principles that were laid

down in London, drafted in New York and that are being examined

again here. Without giving an opinion on the remarks made by our

Belgian colleague, because this deserves a thorough examination, I

think I can state that what was laid down in London and New York

cannot be considered as being final. There are a number of

remarks which can be made by this conference and a number of matters

which can be usefully studied by it, for these reasons. So I

think it would be necessary to open a discussion on the general

position of the conference with regard to the main principles laid

down in the trade Charter.

Mr. L.D. MARTINS (Brazil) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman

after the proposal made by the delegate of Chile that we should

consider with care and devote all the necessary time to the

consideration of the brilliant and lumineous statement of the

representative of Belium, I should. like to say that, whilewe
obviously cannot proceed. to a full discussion of this statement

now, there are certain points ti which I should like to draw the

attention of the Committee immediately, and this in particularwith regard to the relation between underdeveloped and overdeveloped
countries and the expressions which this problem should find in the
Charter.
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I think that whilst the principles expressed in the Belgian

statement are acceptable in general to the Brazilian Delegation,
at the same time the Brazilian Delegation considers that one of

the purposes of the Charter should be to try to harmonise the

relations between over-developed and under-developed countries.

The Charter must reflect existing differences, differences in the

level of industry and consequently differences in the needs of
the various countries.

With regard to the actual state of the work of the Charter,

the Brazilian Delegatinhas a different impression from that

expressed by the Belgian Delegate. The Brazilian Delegation

considers that, in comparison with the First Draft as submitted.

in New York, substantial steps have been taken in the right

direction.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile has made a definite

proposal that the statement delivered by the Belgian Delegate
should be considered at a special meeting of the Preparatory

Committee, meeting in executive Session.

Before putting this proposal to the Committee, I should

like to know if any other Members of the Committee would like

to make any comments at this time,or whether they wish to

withhold their comments until the special meeting, if that is

approved.

The Delegate of Czechoslovakia.

H. E. Dr. Z. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman,

Gentlemen, I agree entirely with you and with the other speakers

that the Belgian statement needs careful study and that we need

a special meeting to discuss it. I myself have the feeling

that this declaration should be considered at the earliest stage,

maybe at the. opening of the debate of this Second Session, but,
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anyhow, we might usefully discuss it and it is for this reason

I wouldmove the closure of this debate for today.

I would like to make one small remark: In theBelgian

statement it was said that the State-trading countries have

some special advantages accorded to there in theCharter;

they were placed, if I re........er rightly, as first beneficiaries

of the Charter.Iamvery glad to know that and when the
general discussion comes Iwould ask myBelgianan colleague
just to let us knovwawhAt kind of special adv gta;es thtate-x-

ading countries s have. If it is likethatha, owns ee that

at the preliminary meeting there will be a terrible rush of

thetatetc-adnign3ocntries to ao ccede to thCha

CHXiThIAIRMAN: The Delegate of Czechoislovakiaas moved the

closure of this CEdete Is th a aZrged?

I Inow put to theMeeting the proposal oftheDeleg

of 0211e, t.tofChile,that a specialtheP,_.kr-.tor Creparator

in Ex;c.tivi S_-ecutive Session consiUCj the staderent of the

Belian De-Lcgate Islegate.;ravùd?

( aread)

The date oa that speciaf meeting ivll be notiwied to the

D1r>tians by telegations by th

Thi. concludes ate business of the Pr;rataryCJ;riepara
in Executive Sess.on, . n. We will rr oursensform to

Cc-e;issian BCommission B, to consiIl :;if t CQ:roth

T; Meeting cTheed at î.35 pdra


